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BACKGROUND
The Criminology Documentation Centre (CRIMDOC) of the Ministry of the Solicitor General was established in 1978 as a result of a study by the National
Library of Canada. The study recommended that the two predecessor organizations, the Ministry Library and the Canadian Criminal Justice Reference
Centre, be merged.
The Ministry Library had been created in 1969 by amalgamating the library of
the former Canadian Penitentiary Service with the book collections of the
National Parole Board and the departmental headquarters.

The Canadian Crimi-

nal Justice Reference Centre was established in 1976 as a result of a
feasibility study commissioned by the Federal/Provincial Advisory Committee
on Judicial Information and Statistics.

Permanent reference centre staff

were never appointed. Two contract staff including a reference librarian and
a criminolaest operated the Canadian Criminal Justice Reference Centre
between 1976 and 1978.
Since the CRIMDOC Centre was formed insufficient permanent staff have been
provided to:

maintain an up-to-date and well organized library collection (technical services); or
provide reference and referral services of the quality
and scope recommended originally for the Canadian Criminal Justice Reference Centre.
The National Library recommended a staff complement of nine person-years for
the CRIMDOC Centre. In 1978, the staffing was reduced from six to five positions. Temporary staff were added as required to carry on the operation of
the Centre. The equivalent full-time staff complement including permanent
and temporary personnel in 1979-1980 and early in the 1980-1981 fiscal year
was approximately nine positions.
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The staff provided were unable to keep up with the work load.

Lack of con-

tinuity and motivation were major factors in this because most of the staff
were temporary. Reference service requirements, particularly where in-depth
research was required, could not be met, and a cataloguing backlog, now
approaching 5,000 items, developed. The latter represents a three personyear shortage in the cataloguing function alone over the period during which
the backlog accumulated.

The CRIMDOC collection currently amounts to approximately 15,000 titles
including the cataloguing backlog and orders in process. The total comprises
published and unpublished book and non-book materials, but excludes serials.
The collection is considered, in the view of other criminology centres such as
the Universities of Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal, to be an important one in
the field of Canadian criminal justice. The importance of the collection,
evidenced by a growing number of external enquiries and interlibrary loan
requests, warrants internationally accepted provisions for access and utilization.
In this connection the CRIMDOC Centre has adopted-1/ appropriate bibliographic
standards including Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules II (AACR-2) and the
Machine Readable Cataloguing II (MARC II) interlibrary communications format.
These standards provide the basis for cooperative projects and the effective
sharing of resources between criminal justice centres.

There are also some practical and economic library management considerations
which make adherence to accepted standards advisable.

For example, to take

advantage of advancements in technology, small libraries and reference centres
may join computer based cataloguing and reference networks.

1/

The existing catalogue does not meet these standards.

In Canada there

r
r
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are two such networks:

the National Library ' DOB'S" network and the Univer-

sity of Toronto's " UTLAS"

network. Both provide more extensive operational

and cost related benefits to those members who adhere to the accepted standards.

Other criminology centres such as at the Universities of Toronto, Montreal and
Ottawa are also looking to the Ministry of the Solicitor General to provide
leadership in the area of general access to criminology resources. For
example, they feel that there should be a central organization in Canada
which keeps informed and provides reference and referral services with respect
to current programs, projects, research activities, theses, important working

it

papers, criminologists and any other significant information or resources in
criminology.
In their view, this would be a logical role for the CRIMDOC
Centre.

There is also a widespread feeling within the Ministry that the CRIMDOC Centre
should provide more comprehensive reference and referral services than those
normally provided by a library.

This is consistent both with the external

views noted, and with the 1976 recommendation that a Canadian Criminal Justice
Reference Centre be established.

Il

The views within and outside the Ministry reflect the expectations of the
criminal justice community in Canada. To meet these requirements, the CRIMDOC
Centre must:

t
IFI

acquire sufficient new material to keep the library collection up to date;
maintain a reliable and up to date catalogue; and

IL

set up an index to all criminal justice activities,
researchers, papers and other resources outside the
CRIMDOC library collection.

d

i

-
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These tasks are the responsibility of the " technical services"

function in

a library. They do not include " reference and referral services"

such as

bibliographic research and answering enquiries using the traditional library
facilities, on-line computer data base

searching,

and interlibrary loans.

Further detailed information on the technical services work load is provided
in Appendix C.
The current staff provisions in technical services in the CRIMDOC Centre are
inadequate to provide the expected level of service. As well, there are some
doubts as to whether manual systems are the most cost-effective for the tasks
outlined.
In this connection, Price Waterhouse was engaged by the Ministry to conduct
an automation feasibility study in technical services.
SCOPE AND APPROACH
The scope of the study included the technical services operations of the
CRIMDOC Centre. The administrative and bibliographic systems requirements in
these areas were examined and analyzed in terms of the volume of work to be
performed, direct labour requirements,

and types of equipment that could be

employed to maximize productivity.
A survey of the requirements of CRIMDOC Centre users and the expectations of
other criminology centres was also conducted to verify the need for broader
reference and referral service provisions.

It was found that users expected

the CRIMDOC Centre to provide access to a range of resources and materials
beyond the scope of the library collection and that an index to this information would be necessary.

In summary, the consensus was that the CRIMDOC

Centre should assume a national leadership role in providing access to
criminology resources and information.
The survey included the ministry and a selection of external criminology
centres. A list of these centres is provided in Appendix A.
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A survey of information files and collections in the Ministry Secretariat was
also conducted to gain some insight into the volume of material within the
Ministry that should be accessible through a national reference and referral
service.

It was found that there is a large quantity of material and that

several person-years of effort would be required to provide the necessary
abstracting and indexing to make it accessible.
To identify the technical services systems requirements, interviews were conducted with the CRIMDOC Centre staff and their current duties were reviewed
in depth. However, some functions such as cataloguing were not staffed and
could not be fully examined. Moreover, because of the high turnover of
temporary staff, there were few activities that could be considered to be performed on a routine basis and statistics for these were unavailable.
To compare manual and automated systems in technical services, it was necessary first to define the manual procedures that should be performed and then
to estimate direct labour requirements where actual performance data was
unavailable.

This involved:

determining with management the administrative and
bibliographic processing requirements;
reviewing the current ordering and circulation volumes
and backlogs;
estimating future volumes;
developing a statement of requirements for technical services operations; and
applying engineering time study methods to develop work
standards and estimate direct labour requirements.
The statement of technical services operations requirements is contained in
a separate document entitled " Criminology Documentation Centre - Systems
Requirements Specifications", submitted prior to this report.
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Estimates of direct labour and equipment requirements were developed for both
manual and automated systems in technical services.

These estimates were com-

pared, and after considering other tangible and intangible factors, conclusions
and recommendations were developed.

The quantitative and qualitative data con-

sidered are provided in several appendixes at the end of this report.
Because the scope of the work involved a comparison of automated and manual
methods, only direct labour or staff time is included in study results.
Direct labour, the time that staff are directly engaged in carrying out
assigned tasks, excludes overhead provisions for personal requirements, interruptions, training, development, meetings and any idle time associated with
the working environment.

This factor should be taken into account if the

results of this study are used in estimating actual staff year requirements.
To estimate work loads and assign a dollar value to direct labour, we divided
technical services staff into two categories:

cataloguers, abstracters and indexers responsible for
bibliographic analysis and determining catalogue and
index entries; and
support staff responsible for all clerical, typing and
computer terminal input activities necessary to carry
on technical services operations and provide support to
the cataloguers and indexers.

For the purpose of estimating, it was assumed that the average annual cost
of salaries and benefits for a cataloguer, abstracter or indexer would be

S20,000, and for support staff $17,500.
KEY RECOKMENDATIONS
Based on our findings and analyses we have four key recommendations concerning:
staffing in technical services;
automation in technical services;

Price
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elimination of the cataloguing backlog; and

r
ii
II
Ii

establishing a computerized index to support a national
reference and referral service.
The first three recommendations describe the minimum provisions to maintain a
viable library collection. The fourth is concerned with expanding reference
and referral servicesto meet the stated requirements anà expectations of users
within the Ministry and those of other potential users in the Canadian criminal
justice community.

Recommendation 1
Pkovide pumanent ,staé o .646icient quantity and quatity
to peqoAm the technice ,se,tuice4 taiu i, et out in Appendix 3 o ti th-iÀ iLepoiLt.
-

In the CRIMDOC Centre, we found that there are insufficient staff available

11-e

in technical services to maintain a viable library operation either manually
or by automated means. There are large backlogs in acquisitions and cataloguing, and there is no regular follow-up on outstanding orders or library
materials in circulation. In the opinion of several users, the collection content is excellent, but it is not readily accessible.
The staff and equipment requirements of the CRIMDOC Centre for manual and
automated technical services operations are set out in Appendix B. The
requirements specified for acquisitions, cataloguing, serials control, and circulation control are the minimum necessary to maintain a viable library

I.

operation.

The permanent positions in technical services currently include the Head of
Technical Services and one acquisitions clerk. Our estimates 1 of the minimum
staff required to perform essential tasks are:
by manual procedures

- 6 positions, and

using automated systems - 4 positions.
These estimates exclude the Head of Technical Services.
1/

These levels are based on direct labour estimates derived from the data in
Appendix B and assuming efficiency at 75%, which is 10% better than that
quoted for the Public Service by the Auditor General of Canada in his 1979
Annual Report.
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Should the Ministry elect to provide more extensive reference and referral
services along the lines expressed by Ministry users, then at least two additional positions would be necessary to provide the necessary abstracting and
indexing services.

Recommendation 2 - Pkovide automated (3 aciti.tiu in technicat

•ekvicu

II

1111

.

a mk.d pnoce43ing 3y4tem

with good necmd and
handeing capabititiu to impnove pnoceduku and pnoductivity in acqui>sition..s, 4eitiaU, and cincu,eation; and

.

a compute-t efLvice contkact with Univen4ity o6 Toftonto
Libkaily Automation Sy&tem4 (UTLAS) to impnove pkocedunu
and pkoductivity in cate.oguing and ondek vekiéication.

Using a suitable word processing system, the procedures in acquisitions,
serials, and circulation control could be simplified and many manual files of

,

small

3" x 5" slips of paper could be eliminated. Improvements in financial

and operational control would also be facilitated through improved access to
files and the ability to summarize financial and statistical data.

1-

1

A contract with a computerized shared cataloguing service such as

UTLAS would

reduce the staff requirements in cataloguing, enhance the quality of the

CRDDOC Centre catalogue and generally improve the overall level of service
to CRIMDOC Centre users.
1111:

The net impact of providing a word processing system and a contract with

UTLAS

is two less positions than necessary with manual procedures in technical services. With automated systems, the smaller staff would be able to handle the
same volume of work while producing much better quality results

in terms of

catalogue quality, timeliness, and overall level of service to

CRIMDOC users.
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We are not recommending that the CRIMDOC Centre use the National Library of
Canada DOBIS system because the lead time to join that system is currently
one to two years and the CRIMDOC Centre need is immediate.

As well, it is

advantageous for the CRIMDOC Centre to belong to the same shared cataloguing
community as the Centre of Criminology at the University of Toronto.
When the CRIMDOC Centre has eliminated its cataloguing backlog and completed
any recataloguing that may be necessary for the existing collection, the
advantages and disadvantages of belonging to UTLAS or DOBIS could be reassessed.

Recommendation 3 - Etiminate the cukkent cateoping backt.og imnediatay.
The current cataloguing backlog includes some 5,000 books and reports - one
third of the CRIMDOC Centre collection. This material with an inventory value
in the range of $50,000 to $100,000, is inaccessible to potential users.

Some of the backlog items are also held by the Centre of Criminology at the

Ii

University of Toronto.

Consequently, that centre's resources should be used

as a source of cataloguing records for the backlog.

A project should be ini-

tiated using contract staff with computer terminal access to the UTLAS system
to catalogue the backlog of inaccessible material.

ii
I.

We would suggest that this project be undertaken over a one year period.
This would require 'three contract staff, one computer terminal and a communication line to Toronto.

We estimate that such a project would cost

approximately $70,000 for service contracts.

Recommendation 4 - To met the --L'ated kequikement4 o6 the CRIMDOC Centke
An the Mini.tky and thcle g othek u4ek,s in the Canadian cAiminat
ju.stice commuybity, the CRIMDOC Centke ishou-ed 'set up a computekized index to
cu,'Lkent Canadian ptogam,s, pkoject4, kueakch activitie, them's, impoktant
wakking papek3, cmineoait4 and othek
ckiminoZogicat. inémmation and kuouxces extenae. to the CRIMDOC Cent.ke collection.
The need for such an index has been confirmed by nearly . every CRIMDOC user or
potential user interviewed. Moreover, such an index was suggested for the
Canadian Criminal Justice Reference Centre in 1976.
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To establish a computerized index would require considerable lead time. A
pilot project would be necessary to develop the procedure, policies and stan-

dards for abstracting and indexing. Then it would be necessary to build a
sufficient data base to make the service cost-effective.
The decision to provide a computerized reference and referral service index

would require two additional permanent positions to perform abstracting and
indexing duties and to maintain a Canadian criminological thesaurus.

Ii
111
il

We estimate that the suggested pilot project would require about one year to
complete including the establishment of a pilot data base of 4,000 to 5,000
items. The project would cost approximately $50,000 to $60,000 for service

contracts.
Other Recommendations
Further detailed recommendations are summarized at the end of the FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS section of this report. One of these recommendations is
to carry out a review of the quality of the existing CRIMDOC catalogue to
determine to what extent the currently catalogued material (9,000 titles)
requires recataloguing.

il

We have estimated that it would cost between $125,000 and $150,000 for ser-

I;

vice contracts to recatalogue these 9,000 titles. Should only part of the
collection warrant improved catalogue access, then the cost would be proportionately less.

IL

1*
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TECHNICAL SERVICES WORK LOAD
ACQUISITION AND CATALOGUING OF NEW MATERIAL
The CRIMDOC Centre technical services work load arises from the following
sources:

11

users request that specific books, documents or subscriptions be acquired for the collection;
users request that specific items be acquired for office
use; and

1g
•
IlL

Ig

the CRIMDOC Centre staff order criminology publications
which are considered to be essential " core" items in
• such a collection and other specific material for which
there is an ongoing demand.
Based on the current level of ordering and projections provided by the CRIMDOC

.

Centre stàff it appears that the average nuMber of orders per month is in the
range of 300 to 400.

For the purpose of evaluating automation feasibility,

the figure of 350 orders per month or 4,200 per year has been used.
The work required to maintain a library collection is substantial. A detailed
description of the tasks carried out in technical services in connection with

Il

ordering and cataloguing is provided in Appendix C. In financial terms, the
cost of performing these tasks and finally shelving a book, depending on the
circumstances of a particular library, can run between $20 and $50 per title more than the cost of the book.

IL

Backlogs and Catalogue Upgrading
At this time, the CRIMDOC

li[

items - more than one year's work at the staff levels suggested in this report.
This material is virtually inaccessible to potential users. At a modest value

T

irf

Ir
1r
r

Centre has a cataloguing backlog of some 4,700

between S10 and $20 per item this represents an investment in the range of
S50,000 to $100,000 which cannot be used.

.

.
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The existing CRIMDOC collection of 9,000 catalogued titles may also require
extensive recataloguing.

A sample of records is currently being selected to

assess the general quality of the catalogue and to determine to what extent
recataloguing may be required. Recataloguing all 9,000 titles would be costly;
consequently, it may be appropriate to select only certain key sections of the
catalogue for upgrading to AACR-2 and MARC II standards.

We estimate (details in Appendix C) that the service contract costs to eliminate the cataloguing backlog would be about $70,000, and to recatalogue 9,000
titles would be in the range of $135,000 to $140,000.

The latter would cost

proportionately less if a selective approach is adopted.

The figures include

contract staff, equipment and computer processing charges.
The CRIMDOC Centre also houses several hundred microfilms, videotapes ànd
other video materials. These are uncatalogued and 'a project to provide catalogue access would cost approximately $10,000.
The above estimates assume the use of a computerized shared cataloguing service with a substantial cataloguing data base in the area of 'criminology.

The

projects would be at least twenty-five percent more expensive using manual
searching methods and cataloguing data sources.

Moreover, it may not be

advisable to carry out such projects using manual methods; they would have to
be redone in the future when automation is finally introduced.
CRIMDOC Centre Reference Service
In connection with the proposed national reference and referral service role
for the CRIMDOC Centre, it will be necessary to maintain, in addition to the
traditional library catalogue (machine readable or manual), an index or directory of current programs, projects, research activities, reports, theses,
criminologists, and other resources in the criminal justice field in Canada.
The size of such an index or directory cannot be estimated precisely at this
time.

This would require a more specific definition of the directory's con-

tents and the indexing policies of the Ministry.

Price
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The appropriate policies for a reference and referral service index would have

to evolve as the CRIMDOC Centre acquires more expertise and experience. In
this regard, the U.S. National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS) in
Rockville, Maryland, has provided an open invitation to visit their centre.
This would be an appropriate first step for the CRIMDOC Centre to follow.
In our view, the next step should be to set up a pilot project to establish
an index to

the material and information for which the CRIMDOC Centre is

already responsible.

For example:

the CRIMDOC information bank (filing cabinet containing
miscellaneous published and unpublished papers and
reference materials) on diversion;

the " Police Manual" describing numerous police department programs and projects in Canada; and

the existing "vertical files" (miscellaneous reference
materi!al pertaining to activities of general interest.
in the Ministry).

To establish a computerized index to the above material would require a
project spanning about a one year period. To extend the coverage of the index
to other appropriate material held within and outside the Ministry would
require a substantially greater effort and would depend to a large extent on
the policies adopted and budget available.

In this connection, it would be desirable in the long run to establish a

cooperative network of contributing criminology centres including federal and
provincial governments, universities, and other public and private sector
institutions. In such a network each centre would prepare abstracts and index
the resources and materials it holds.

The centres would then enter this data

directly into the computerized index (data base) in conformance with specified
standards such as AACR-2 and a Canadian criminological thesaurus. The latter

would be developed and maintained by a standards group involving participants
from the principal Canadian centres.
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We estimate that the service contract costs to set up a pilot reference servince index in the CRIMDOC Centre using a computer data base storage and

retrieval system provided by a commercial computer service bureau would be in
the range of $50,000 to $60,000 (details provided in Appendix C).

The pilot

data base would include approximately 4,000 to 5,000 items.
The data base could be extended as required to meet the needs of the Canadian
criminology community. Should the extension of the data base be beyond the
financial means of the CRIMDOC Centre, it would be necessary to obtain commitments and resources from the potential users (i.e. the cooperative network
referred to above).
We have not attempted to estimate the costs of setting up a manual reference
service index because in our view such a system would not be practical. It
would be cumbersome to maintain and impossible to provide accessibility and
timeliness comparable to a computerized service.

Moreover, in the 1980's the

Ministry would be perceived as outmoded by trying to provide a service using
outdated methods.

Price
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EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS
The systems required to support and carry on technical services operations

include:

Acquisitions— to prepare purchase orders, maintain order
files, and account for financial commitments and expenditures.

Serials — to record the receipt and routing of subscription issues received, to renew subscriptions, and to
follow up on outstanding issues.

—
Cataloguing — to locate cataloguing data and prepare
catalogue entries.
1/
Circulation Records.— — to record items borrowed, returned
or otherwise absent from the CRIMDOC collection.

Reference Service Abstracting and Indexing — to provide
an index to information and other resources as required
to support reference -and referral requirements beyond
the scope of the CRIMDOC library collection.
The important distinction between the first four systems and the fifth is that
the latter will deal with crime and criminal justice material and resources

both within and outside the CRIMDOC library collection.

The extent to which

access to library materials is provided through the reference serviCe index
as well as the library catalogue would depend on the nature of the material
and the bibliographic policies adopted by the CRIMDOC Centre.

The reference service index system might also be capable of providing an
important link between the CRIMDOC Centre's collection and the unresti. icted
holdings of the Ministry's records management function. Both the CRIMDOC

1/

The maintenance of circulation records is not part of technical services
in many libraries, but it is included for the purposes of this study.
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Centre and the central registry have parallel information storage and retrieval

requirements and, in some cases, they serve the same users. However, their
1/
indexing and access requirements differto the extent that neither could

adopt wholly the systems and procedures used by the other.

The reference ser-

vice index concept could be examined further as a means for providing access
(where permitted) by CRIMDOC Centre users to materials held by the central
registry.

TECHNOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
The alternatives to manual systems include commercially available computer

based services, in-house computer systems, and word processing systems. Microfilm is another technology which complements both manual and computer based
systems.
For the CRIMDOC Centre an in-house computer was rejected at the outset because:

the capital costs would be too high (in excess of $100,000
for equipment alone);

software development would be costly; and

there are other more economical alternatives readily available.

For a library the size of the CRIMDOC Centre, the choice of automation alter-

natives is dictated largely by availability.

For example, the following are

available and could be employed effectively and economically in technical services operations:

1/

Acquisitions

-

a word processing system;

Serials

-

a word processing system:

For example, the records management departments do flot follow AACR-2
and MARC II conventions.

U

:

It.

If

111
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Circulation

-

a word processing system

Cataloguing

-

a computer based shared cataloguing service

Reference
Service Index

-

a computerized data base storage and
retrieval system.

Acquisitions, Serials and Circulation Records
Although a word processor is currently the best choice for the administrative
activities and filing requirements in acquisitions, serials and circulation
control, in the future these functions will be included along with cataloguing

1g
1/1

in computerized library management systems provided by organizations such as
and the University of Toronto Library
the National Library of Canada

(DOBIS)

Automation Systems

(UTLAS).

Both of these organizations have plans to expand

their current services to include the full range of technical services

tions.

func-

However, no firm announcements have been made as to when these services

g

will be available.

11

Consequently, to reduce the manual labour involved and to improve the accuracy
and reliability of financial and operational record keeping in the acquisitions
area, a word processing system is recommended.
tem would be three years.

The useful life of such a sys-

This is an optimistic estimate of when a viable

integrated library service will be available on either the National Library

(" DORIS" )
11/1-

or the

UTLAS

systems.

Cataloguing

For cataloguing, the only viable alternative to manual systems is to subscribe
to a computerized shared cataloguing service such as DOB'S or

UTLAS.

These

computer based cataloguing services were developed initially by groups of

li[

IL
IL

large research libraries. Now the concepts and technology are available and
cost-effective for smaller special libraries such as the

CRINDOC

Centre.

ir,

li
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Collection development costs can also be reduced through membership in a

shared cataloguing network. With immediate on-line computer access to the
catalogues of other network members, it is often feasible to locate and borrow

some materials that would otherwise be purchased.

This reduces the costs of

purchases and operations in acquisitions and cataloguing.

IL
Il

Between the

DOBIS

and

UTLAS

systems there are some differences in the design

concepts, but with respect to the

is suitable.

CRIMDOC

Centre's requirements, either system

(A detailed comparison of the features of the two systems is pro-

vided in Appendix D.)

Some important benefits that the

CRIMDOC

Centre would

enjoy with either system include:
the national reference and referral service role would
be strengthened by the accessibility of the CRIMDOC
catalogue from a national or, in the case of UTLAS,
international network of libraries and reference centres;

11[

the collections of the other network members would be
directly accessible from the CRIMDOC Centre for both
cataloguing and reference and referral purposes;

the volume of original cataloguing (twice as costly as
derived cataloguing) by the CRIMDOC Centre would be
reduced;
the CRIMDOC catalogue entries would be kept up to date
automatically as corporate names and serials titles etc.
change; and

microfiche catalogues could be reproduced and distributed
cheaply (25 cents per microfiche) to Ministry branches
and external users who do not have computer terminal
access.

A long-term cost and benefit comparison between DOB'S and

UTLAS

made fairly at this time. The National Library's system is new.

11.
1111
11111

cannot be
Its network

of users is not fully established, nor have its prices been finalized.

-
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In the short-term, however, CRIMDOC cannot use the DOBIS system because the
National Library has indicated that in the next year, their network will not

be able to accommodate all of the libraries currently on the waiting list.

Ili

At this juncture, it appears that the University of Toronto UTLAS system is

'

the only one readily available to the CRIMDOC Centre. For example, UTLAS can

provide immediately:

•

le
as many terminals and communication lines as required to
begin work on cataloguing new acquisitions, the backlog
and, as appropriate, recataloguing of existing material;
and

1g

IT

direct access to the University of Toronto's criminology
collection catalogue (assuring the CRIMDOC Centre the
maximum possible chance of locating the cataloguing
records they require).

Another advantage of UTLAS at this time is that its terminal equipment (unlike the DOBIS IBM terminals) is
compatible with other computerized reference services
to which the CRIMDOC Centre will be subscribing in the
future (e.g. NCJRS on the Lockheed DIALOG system).
In view of these factors, the CRIMDOC Centre should consider joining the

UTLAS system now with a view to re-evaluating its long-term strategy in

111

another two or three years' time when DOBIS is more fully established.

This approach has already been adopted by the Canada Institute for Scientific
and Technical Information (CISTI), one of the largest libraries in the federal

CISTI is using the UTLAS system until DOBIS can accommodate its
requirements. When DOBIS is ready, the CISTI data base will be transferred

government.

from UTLAS to the DOBIS system.
Should the Ministry of the Solicitor General decide to follow this course, it
would be advisable to maintain close liaison with the National Library to keep
up to date on the bibliographic conventions and policies that the federal
government libraries are following.

This would minimize the potential diffi-

culties in switching to DOBIS at a later date.

II[
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Reference Service Abstracting

and

Indexing

To provide an accessible and efficient reference service index, an on—line
(direct and immediate computer terminal access) computer data base storage and
retrieval system is required. Specific criteria that should be considered in
selecting the required computer facility and software are provided in Appendix D.

The principal requirements are as follows:
the computer system must be easy to use and readily
accessible by any institution with interests in Canadian
crime and criminology information and resources;
the system must be economical to operate;

the provisions for access should not require' direct
negotiation with the CRIMDOC Centre by potential users;

the cost of providing computer terminal access should be
borne by the users; and
the billing for such services should not involve the
Minstry
of the Solicitor General.
In our view, the use of a private computer service bureau would be an effective and appropriate approach for the Ministry to follow. Some of the reasons
for suggesting this include:
several Canadian service bureaus have suitable systems
(software) and data communications networks already in
place;

all charges for service would be billable to the users
by the service bureau;
any institution with a compatible computer terminal could
use the service; and

there would be no need for technical EDP expertise in the
CRIMDOC Centre to maintain and operate the service.
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The manual alternative was rejected at the outset for reasons outlined earlier.
As well, all enquiries would have to be processed by the CRINDOC Centre. This
would require a proportional growth in reference and referral staff as demand
increased. A computerized system reduces the requirement for . additional reference staff.

It also provides an effective and acceptable means of transferring

the cost of the service to the users.

The selection of a suitable supplier for a computer data base storage and
retrieval system should be carried out using a formal tendering procedure.
ADDITIONAL COST AND BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS
Should the CRIMDOC Centre elect to proceed with the implementation of the
full range of services outlined in the background section of this report,
the comparative direct operating costs for the manual and automated alternatives would be as shown in case (A) on the opposite page. The analysis
includes provisions for the reference service index to support the national
reference and referral service role and assumes that the existing catalogue
has been converted and replaced by a computer output microfilm catalogue.

A similar comparison is set out in case (B) for operating the CRIMDOC Centre
at the minimum service level which would include:
processing orders, maintaining files and authorizing
payments for new books; and
cataloguing new books and maintaining an adequate catalogue.
There would be no provisions in case (B) for a reference service index, nor
would the existing catalogue be upgraded or converted to computer output
microfilm.
In both cases (A) and (5), the figures exclude project costs for the cataloguing backlog and recataloguing sections of the existing collection.
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For case (A) the automated alternative appears to be about ten percent more

costly than the manual approach.
percent.

In case (B), the difference is about one

Since the margin of error in the calculations is more in the range

of ten to fifteen percent, we conclude that at current volumes the costs of
the manual and automated alternatives do not differ significantly in either
case.

IT

In our view, there are several important reasons why the automated alterna-

tive is preferable regardless of the scope of the CRIMDOC Centre services:
the cost of maintaining manual catalogues has been
increasing in recent years while the reverse has been
true for computerized catalogues with access provided
from video display terminals or by computer output micro-

film;

users in the future will expect the higher levels of
service provided by computerized systems (some Ministry
staff already expect this);
the impact of inflation on operating costs is less pronounced with automated systems - the cost of equipment
at a specified level of performance decreases with time
and, in effect, offsets salary increases;

automated systems will allow the CRIMDOC Centre to provide technical services support to other agencies such
as the Correctional Service of Canada should they request
it (with significant savings and better access to library
materials);

automated systems will provide statistical and financial
information to allow management to monitor performance
more closely, detect problems earlier, and take more
timely corrective action; and
a mandal CRIMDOC Centre reference service index is not
a practical consideration.
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IMPACT ON OTHER AGENCIES
The impact of automation in the CRIMDOC Centre on the Correctional Service
of Canada (CSC), the National Parole Board (NPB) and the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP) will be positive. For example:
access to CRIMDOC Centre collection will be improved to
the benefit of all potential users;

Ii

the CRIMDOC Centre would be able to provide economical
technical services support to the CSC institutional

libraries should this be requested (this would provide
the basis for a Ministry union catalogue); and

the widespread access to the CRIMDOC catalogue would
encourage interlibrary loans and reduce unnecessary
collection duplication.

During the course of this study it was drawn to our attention that the RCMP
is considering the installation of a combined library catalogue and reference
index using a computer data base storage and retrieval system on the Canadian
Police Information Centre (CPIC) computer.

Such a system would be similar in

concept to the CRIMDOC Centre Reference Service Index described earlier in

Ii

this report.
Unlike the approach suggested for the CRIMDOC Centre, the RCMP are considering
a consolidated library catalogue and reference index on a single computer.
This has the advantage of providing for one access path to all catalogued and

indexed material.

Despite the apparent advantage of an integrated library catalogue and reference index, the approach is not feasible for the CRIMDOC Centre because:

ii
i

I
;

--

the CRIMDOC Centre requires access to a shared cataloguing network such as DOBIS or UTLAS and neither of
these systems is the most suitable for the reference
index; and
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the type of systems used for reference indexes (or a combined library catalogue and reference index) do not
provide satisfactory cataloguing support services.

The importance of participating in a shared cataloguing network was described
earlier.

In addition, shared cataloguing systems also provide the following

cataloguing support services:
production of properly sorted computer output microfilm
catalogues, acquisitions lists, and book spine and
pocket labels; and

automatic upgrading of cataloguing records provided by
the system supplier (e.g. DOBIS or UTLAS) to reflect up
to date names and subject headings.
These provisions could obviously be developed and incorporated into any system, but to do so would be tantamount to replicating the DOBIS or UTLAS
computer systems. Both took many years and millions of dollars to implement.
Should .the RCMP implement the proposed integrated catalogue and reference
index on the CPIC computer, the impact on the CRIMDOC Centre would be:

a union (i.e. combined) catalogue including the RCMP
and CRIMDOC collections would not be feasible;

the benefits of collection rationalization (cooperative
purchasing strategy to reduce duplication of collection s .
and promote interlibrary loans and resource sharing)
would be more difficult to realize; and
other criminology centres would not enjoy the benefit
of RCMP participation in a cooperative network.

From the CRIMDOC Centre's point of view, it is desirable to have the RCMP
participate in a national network accessible by all other criminal justice
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agencies and based on generally accepted bibliographic standards.

However, it

is also recognized that there are other important considerations for the
RCMP.

For example, there may be extensive benefits in integrating their

library catalogue and reference index on the same computer that provides other
information services to the potential users.
We also considered briefly the feasibility of using the CPIC's computer data
base storage and retrieval system (if this would be permitted) for the CRIMDOC
Reference Service Index. However, this course did not seem worth pursuing
because of the CRIMDOC Centre's requirements for:
provision of broad national and international public
telecommunications access by other institutions; and
direct contracting between users and the computer service supplier.
These needs seemed incompatible with a network intended primarily for police
agency operations.

We also noted that the library in the RCMP " L" Directorate is already using
a computer data base storage and retrieval system for periodical literature
citations and other information in forensic science and related areas.

This

system is provided by Comshare Limited, a private computer service bureau.
The approach being followed in the " L"

Directorate library is very similar

to that recommended in this report for the CRIMDOC . Centre Reference Service
index.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Three projects to clear the CRIMDOC Centre's backlog and improve the level of
service have been discussed:

the cataloguing backlog;

the recataloguing of sections of.the existing collection;
and

the establishing of a pilot reference service index.

Several other projects to be completed and conditions to be met before the
above can be undertaken include:
providing the minimum permanent staff levels indicated
in the discussion of costs and benefits;
installing the word processing system and establishing
operational procedures in the acquisitions function
(to maximize support staff availability at the outset);
installing computer terminals and training-staff for online shared cataloguing;

completing the selection and analysis of the suggested
catalogue sample;

developing the basic bibliographic and operating policies
for a reference service index;

selecting a supplier of an on—line computer data base
storage and retrieval system; and
developin2 procedures and work sheets for the proposed
reference service index.
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In considering the order in which to carry out the tasks identified, the following are important considerations:
raising staff productivity as rapidly as possible;

•

facilitating the clearing of the backlog; and

providing visible improvements in service to the CRIMDOC
users as soon as possible.

A suggested work plan for the CRIMDOC Centre taking into account the above
factors is set out on the opposite page. The plan suggests a timetable, but
this would have to be flexible because some of the tasks are dependent upon
the approval of position descriptions and staffing.

The scope of the plan may also be reduced if the requisite staff and funding
are not available.

For example:

the recataloguing project would require less time if
only part of the catalogue is converted; and
the reference service index, despite the expectations of
users, may not be approved.

The installation of the word processing system, on-line shared cataloguing
facilities and the computer data base storage and retrieval system are each
major projects.

For each one a project manager should be appointed and

project schedules and budgets should be prepared and approved.
The following is a summary of some of the important activities and tasks that
should be provided for in the project plans:
Word Processing System Implementation
Prepare and approve detailed project plan;
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prepare and issue a request for tender (the specifications in Appendix A may be incorporated in the request);
evaluate tenders and select supplier;

install equipment and train staff;

set up standard formats and record layouts for acquisitions;

develop command sequences for acquisitions;
•

test methods and procedures;

•

implement acquisitions procedures;

•

modify and improve procedures (ongoing);

•

design and implement serials control procedures; and

•

design and implement circulation control procedures.

Shared Cataloguing Implementation

•

Prepare and approve detailed project plan;

•

negotiate contract with supplier

(UTLAS

recommended);

install equipment;
train staff;

begin backlog project (see summary in Appendix
regular cataloguing staff;

C)

using
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hire contract staff to take over backlog project;

install temporary equipment;
train contract staff;
transfer backlog work to contract staff; and

•

on completion of the backlog project begin the catalogue
conversion or recataloguing project.

Reference Service Index Development

•

Prepare and approve a detailed project plan;

prepare and issue a request for proposals from appropriate commercial computer service bureaus;
evaluate proposals and select a supplier;

design the abstracting and indexing work sheet and data
base;

develop abstracting, indexing, data entry, microfilming
(document storage) and other procedures;
test data entry and retrieval procedures;

implement procedures and commence loading the data base;
hire and train contract staff as required; and
announce the new service and the date it will be available to users.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
TECHNICAL SERVICES - GENERAL

Pkovide adequate .stadd to cakky on the ongoing wokk L ad in the
acquiition3 and cataloguing akea6 p/Lio/L to undektaking any g
the pkoject,s p/Lopo4ed. .
-

The projects described above will require careful supervision
and quality control. Since the acquisitions and cataloguing functions are not adequately staffed to meet existing requirements
(as evidenced by the backlog) it would not be possible to provide
the necessary supervision of project contract staff.

Comptete the 'selection and evaluation g a 'sample od the exiting
CRIMPOC catatogue to detekmine the pkeci„se c.ope od the kecataloguing kequikement6.
Fo/L the kequiked cataloguing and kecataloguing pkoject, u4e. a
computekized .shaked cataloguina u.kvice which ha.a. a 'sub3tantial
c...L.iniino.e.ogy data base 6/tom which to detive the neceuaky cataloguing kecokei.

al

Conduct the cataloguing pkoject indicated in the eLeowing mdek:
(1) elimination g the backlog;
(2) catatoguing mic/Lgitm, videotape,s and othek video
media; and
(3) /Lecatatoguing the collection as kequiked.
Do not attempt to kecataCogue extemive .sectiou od the CRINDOC
Centke catalogue until automated dacilitiu ake pkovided.
Vi4it the U.S. National Ckiminal Ju'stice Redekence Sekuice ao
the di'ut 's -tep in detvunining policiu and expeAti'se kequikement dok a computexized CRIMDOC Centke kedekence 'sekviCe index.

When the decLsion L.s made to utabli,sh a CRIMDOC Centke kedekence
ekvice index a the ba3is dok a Canadian ct.ilninat juistice indokmation kedekence and •edektat „sekvice, pkovide at least two
pekmanent po-. tions Ç c!..'L an indexe.-'t and a clekical aui,stant to
pkepake atmtkact's and indexing don the computek data base (index).
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When a pekmanent indexek and aui„stant have been hiked, initiate
the pnoject to ,set up a pitot computekized keéenence 'senvice

index inctuding the matekiat (ducnibed eaktiek) cunkentty hetd
by the CRIMDOC Centke.
Such a project would require the addition of contract staff
reporting to the permanent indexer to carry out the necessary
abstracting and indexing work and the loading of the computer
data base. The number of contract staff required would depend on
the date set for completion of the project.

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

Instatt a woil.d pkocesising unit in the CRIMDOC Cent-&e Technicat
Senvice4 ection to be ued in the adMi.ntkative and éinanciat
kecokd keeping and éiting activities g the acqui"sitiom éunction.
Ilse the ikutat.e.ed woitd pkoce'son
othek technicat ,senvicu
éunctiolu 'such a's ,svy:aLs check-in and kouting, cikcutation -teco/id
keeping, tempokanity indexing uncatatogued mateitie, and any othek
ciact oit o ecketaniat activity amenabte to thi4 appnoach.
Contkact with the Univek'sity où' Tononto Libnaky Automation Su.stem)s
to catatoguenewacquiitionis and the backt.og g 4,700 item, and,
as appnopkiate, to necatatogue 'setected .sections g the extsting
cottection.
CoJuidut ot..e.owing the convention's and poticies agkeed to by othen
éedenat govennment tibA.oviu who ake useks g the Nationed Libnakys,s
DOBIS Syistem in okdek to maintain compatibility with the usek's g
that netwonk.
When the cukkent back.eog and conveksion pnoject's ake compteted,
and the tong-tekm Nationat Libit.aty netwonk p.Loviiom axe cteakek,
ne-evatuate the choice between VOS S and UTLAS as the CRIMDOC Centke: computen baed tibkaky .setem and netwokk.
Imptement the CRINDOC Centne Reéekence Sekvice Index uing an
on-tine computek data bae. .stonage and ketkievat 3y.s.tem pnovided
by a comme&cie 3envice buneau.
Foîtow a (),%mat tendeking pkoceduke to ,setect a computek .sekvice
buneau, and considek at teast the ckitekia pkovided in Appendix D
in evatuating the tendeks .submitted.
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CRIMDOC CENTRE REQUIREMENTS SURVEY
LIST OF CENTRES INCLUDED
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CRIMDOC CENTRE REQUIREMENTS SURVEY
LIST OF CENTRES INCLUDED

Ministry Secretariat
- Policy Branch

IT
81

-

Police and Security Branch

-

Consultation Centre

-

Central Registry

-

Research Division

-

Planning and Liaison Division

-

Communications Division

-

Statistics Division;

Correctional Service of Canada;
National Parole Board;
Royal Canadian Mounted Police;

11
111"
II :

1
II I

1'
Ili

1/

1

-

Law Enforcement Reference Centre - "N"

Division

- Canadian Police College

.

-

Science and Technology Advisory Group - "L"

-

Systems Analysis and Programming Branch; and

Directorate

Outside Centres:

-

Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto

- Department of Criminology, University of Ottawa

-

Centre Internationale de Criminologie, Universitg de Montréal
Groupe de Recherche sur l'Inadaptation Juvénile, Université
de Montréal

- Ecole de Criminologie, Université de Montréal
- Department of Justice Library
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APPENDIX B

STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS*

* based on Systems Requirements Specifications provided in a separate report
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AUTOMATION FEASIBILITY STUDY
STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCT1ON/ACTIVITY

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
Word Processing System
Staff
Equipment
Staff
Equipment
Monthly'.
Hours/Month
Hours/Month
Volume Rate/Houl Hours/Month Rate/Hour Hours/Month Hours/Month Rate/Hour
J
Manual Sy stem

Description

ACQUISIT[ONS

Lit les

Catalogue check
Order verification
Prepare purchase order

File orders/print indexes
Receiving/order file maintenance
Lnvoice processing/order
file maintenance
Select invoices for payment*
Payment processing/order
file maintenance
Order follow-up
Cancel order*
Order enquiries
Prepare financial summary
Preparestatisticalsummar
Staff category totals
Sub-totals
*Miscellaneous activities
(sort source documents,
.mail, transmit, handle
books, etc.)

Totals

X - support staff

Computer System

350
325
325
325

80
25
25
25

4.4
13.0
13.0
13.0

325

20

16.3

325

20

16.3

325

-

-

325
80
3
30
1
1

15
20
20
-

21.7
4.0
1.5
2.0
2.0

›iddl>
325

-

325

107

.

1

13.0
-

80
25
25
50

4.4
13.0
13.0
6.5

13.0
4.0

8.1

1.0

40

8.1

1.0

-

-

-

-

-

_

25
20
20
-

13.0
4.0
1.5
0.5
0.5

11.0
_
-

25
20
_
20
-

13.0
4.0
1.5
0.5
0.5

11.0
0.5

80

44
.

4.4

25
50

13.0
6.5

40

(X)

52 .(X)

-

107

-

52

at50%d)

53

(per
manual)

53

2.03

160

3.10

105-

65
29.4

29.4

4.4
-

0.5

(X)

-

65

34.4

(per
manual)

53

-

118

34.4

2.75

.
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CRIMINOLOGY DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
AUTOMATION FEASIBILITY STUDY
STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

FUNCTION/ACTIVITY

Monthl
Description

SERIALS CONTROL
Create control record
Check-in and routing
control
- check-in
- routing-out
- routing-in
Purge check-in records
List serials control file
- serials list
- claims list (check-in

sub-file)
- enroute list
Claim overdue issues
- identify overdue
issues
- prepare claim letters
Issue recall letters
(or telephone)
Staff category totals

Volume

Rate/Hou

titles

6

0.3

30

0.1

0.1

15

0.1

0.1

280
50
50
-

160
50
160
-

1.8
1.0
0.3
-

120
120
120
-

2.3
0.5
0.5
-

2.3
0.5
0.5
-

120
120
120
-

2.3
0.5
0.5
0.2

2.3
0.5
0.5
0.2

-

-

-

(computer product)

-

0.1

0.1

-

-

(computer product)
(computer product)

-

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

(computer product)
(computer product)

0.2
0.1

0.2
0.1

1.0
5.2(X)

-

2
Issues

(file
size)

280
5

700
20

0.4
0.3

25

25

1.0

>1 -snieril
280

Sub-totals

Rate/Hour Hours/Month

-

25

support

280

staff

40
-

25

4..4(X) 111101"."'› Oreeli

5.1

4.4

-

3.4

-

leill111"1".-

5.2

4.2

5

-

•
'
-

X -

1.0

1,400

5.1(X) III> 10111

Miscellaneous clerical
functions (open mail,
handle periodicals, photo
copy title sheets, shelve

Totals

Word Processing S stem
Staff
Equipment
Staff
Equipment
Hours/Month
Hours/Month'
Hours/Month Hours/Month Rate/Hour

Computer System

Manual System

'

at 100%(X)

27.7

5

)er manual

10.1

29.8

5

-

9.4

3.4

per manual

27.5

10.2

4.2

11191P-'1 1111111P-'-1
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AUTOMATION FEAS1B1LITY STUDY
STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCT1ON/ACTIVITY

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
Manual System

.
Description

Word Processing System
Staff
Staff
Equipment
Equipment
Rate/Hour Hours/Month Rate/Hour Hours/Month Hours/Month Rate/Hour Hours/Month Hours/Month

Monthl
Volume

Computer System

CATALOGUI NG

Catalogue search

Copy search
Catalogue item
- original
-

COpy

Create authority records
Add copy/volume
Enter/edit record and
prepare catalogue cards
(includes sorting
@6 cards/set)
- original
- copy
- authorities and added
copies
Catalogue filing
Accessions notification
Book processing
-

365
350
175
175

i

[

35
10

175
175

5.2(X).
70 (X)

]

1.2
60
3
60
6
6

145.8(Y)
2.9(X)
58.3(Y)
2.9(X)
5.8(Y)
1.7(X)

1

1.5

j

6

58.3(X)

140

15.0(X)

(computer product)

45

7.8(X)
8.8(X)

(computer product)

70
5

I

45
2,100
cards
350

360

40

Staff category totals

4>
Sub-totals

6.1(X)

383

at 50% (X;

85
468

6.1

116.6(Y)

-

6

29.2(Y)

-

6
6

5.8(Y)
1.7(X)

-

8
15

21.9(X)
11.7(X)

21.9
11.7

15

3.0(X)

3.0
-

40

_
-

8.8(X)

172.6(X)
209.9(Y)

_

350

60

53.2(X)
151.6(Y)
_

205

42.7

per manual

85

-

1.20i

290

42.7

Related tasks (book
handling, shelving,

photopcopying

-

Totals

-

0.748

1

Y - professional librarian or indexer
X - support staft
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CRIMINOLOGY DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
AUTOMATION FEASIBILITY STUDY
STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

FUNCTION/ACTIVITY

•

*
Monthly1
Description

Volume

REFERENCESERVICE1NDEXING
Prepare abstract/index
100
- abstract
240
- index/work sheet
24
Maintain thesaurus
Update and print index/
thesaurus
375
- new records
- update file
375
(annual;
- print new edition
Search index (public service - excluded from
study)
Print abstracts (public
vice - excluded from
study)

Word Processing System
Computer System
Equipment
Staff
Equipment
Staff
Rate/Hour Hours/Month Rate/Hou Hours/Month Hours/Month Rate/Hour Hours/Month Hours/Month
Manual System

1
6
12

100(Y)
40(Y)
2(Y)

100
240
12

100(Y)
40(Y)
2(Y)

-

100
240
12

100
40
2

(Y)
(Y)
(Y)

-

8
25
-

47(X)
15(X)
-

10

38(X)

38

10
-

38

(X)
.5(X)
.5(X)

38

-

-

-

-

-

_

_

-

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

Miscellaneous (document
handling, shelving, microfilming, etc. ...)

-

at 50% (X)

340

Totals

* 1.
2.

_

340

1.45

142(Y)
62(X)

ill

142(Y)
38(X)

204

_

180 »

30(X)
234

)er manual
1.62

30(X)
210

.
v -

•

I,rr

142
39

b■-.>
-

-

181

-

per manual

30

38

Assume 50% of mater al abst acted and 50% not.
Assume work load of one LS .bstracter/indexer

Y - professional librarian or indexer

.5
1.5

-

Staff category totals

Sub-totals

(computer product)
(computer product)

-

1.61

211

(Y)
(X)

-

(X)

-

40

111

9111 013

--

•

- am- ffli 1014
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AUTOMATION FEASIBILITY STUDY

STAFF AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

FUNCTION/ACTIVITY

Word Processing System
Computer System
Staff
Equipment
Staff
Equipment
Monthly
Hours/Month
Hours/Month
Volume Rate/Hour ilours/Month Rate/Hour Hours/Month Hours/Month Rate/Hour

Manual Szstem

Description

CIRCULATION CONTROL

.

cRumoc
Issue item (record on
borrower's card)
File/list circulation
records
Enquiries (excludes
catalogue searches*)
Re Locus (excludes
reshelving)

Send overdue notices
Maintain borrower file
Identify lost books
(excludes calls tousers),

200

70

. 4.0

60

1.3

1.3

200

180

1.1

-

1.0

8

80

30

2.7

60

1.3

-

200
80
-

100
20
-

2.0
4.0
-

120
40
-

1.7
2.0
-

1.7
2.0

-

750

-

1.0

-

0.3

-

(file
size)

ILL
(public service excluded fromthis study)*
Staff Category Totals
Sub-totals

15
200

*Miscellaneous (circulation desk activities,
reshelving returns,
catalogue searches,
Totals

200

X -

Support:

staff

1.5

at 100%(X)

15

6.67

,
[

-

30

7.6(X)

(X)
-

•

permenual)
8.85

7.6

15
22.6

13

13
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TECHNICAL SERVICES WORK LOAD
General Activities

Acquiring new library material:

al

-

verifying orders for books (author, title, etc.),

-

identifying the publisher,

-

preparing purchase orders,

-

maintaining purchase order and invoice files,

-

recording receipt of orders,

-

approving payments and preparing cheque requisitions,

-

receiving and recording shipments of books and
periodicals,

-

answering enquiries related to the above,

-

following up on outstanding orders and missing
issues of subscriptions;

cataloguing and maintaining authority files:

Ii

-

cataloguing the books received (requires at least
thirty minutes and often more than one hour per
item),

-

maintaining names, series, and subject authority
files;

typing, filing and other cataloguing support activities:
-

preparing masters for producing catalogue cards,

-

preparing acquisitions lists to notify users of
new material,

-

typing catalogue cards (six per title including
author, title and subject entries),

-

filing catalogue cards,

-

preparing book spine and pocket labels,

-

sorting and labelling books for shelving; and

controlling circulation of library material:
-

recording items on loan,

-

following up on outstanding loaned material.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES WORK LOAD
Ongoing

Assumptions
-

Monograph/document collection growth

-

Reference service data base growth

-

Cataloguing standards for the monograph/document collection

- - Abst-racting and indexing standards
for reference service data base

-

- 4,2001/ items annually
2/ .
items annually
- AACR-2, MARC II
- to-be defined (controlled
vocabulary similar to NCJRS
thesaurus: in- conjunction with
AACR-2 rules end MARC format)

CRIMDOC reference service not to
duplicate NCJRS services

Work Load
-

Acquisitions

-

-

Serials control

-

280 issues checked in monthly

-

Cataloguing - original

-

175 items monthly

- derived

175 items monthly
10 items monthly
2/
items tems monthly

- added copies
-

Abstracting and indexing
3/
Circulation control-

4,200 items annually

-

200 issues/returns monthly

1/

This growth rate is based on the current rate of ordering and the minimum
collection development policy that the CRIMDOC Centre management deem
necessary to meet current user requirements.

2/

This figure is based on the initial staffing provisions. There are suffcient materials and defined user requirements to support an annual growth
rate of several times this amount.

3/

The record keeping aspects of circulation control are being considered
as technical services in this study.

r
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Special Projects
(1)

Cataloguing Backlog Project
Objective

-

Priority

- high

Requirements -

-

Assumptions

eliminate backlog; make material available to users

examine 4,700 items (gifts including published and
unpublished materials) and determine which should be
catalogued and which should be discarded
catalogue retained material

- approximately 4,000 items will be retained
-

derived cataloguing will be available for 5O% of the
retained materiall/

-

original cataloguing rates (per Appendix B)
0.7 cataloguer hours per item
0.5 support staff hours per item

-

derived cataloguing rates
0.2 cataloguer hours per item
0.4 support staff hours per item

-

term employee productivity at 70% of rates in
Appendix B

Cost Estimate - cataloguers

- 1.45 contract staff for
1 year @$20,000 each

$29,000

support staff - 1.45 contract staff for
1 year @$r7,500 each

25,400

computer terminal @$350/month

4,200

data processing charges @$1.75 per item

7,000

communication link

4,000

Total

if

1/

A sample is being selected at this time which will be analyzed at

date to verify this assumption.

$69,600

a later
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CRIMDOC Reference Service Project
establish a national reference and referral service
in the CRIMDOC Centre for criminal justice and law
enforcement information

Objective

-

Priority

- high

Requirements - establish abstracting and indexing standards (i.e. per
AACR-2 or NCJRS rules)

Assumptions

-

develop work sheet and set up operating procedures in
conjunction with supplier

-

establish pilot data base (abstract, index, and store
selected materialsli)

-

the material to be included in the pilot data lease will
include:
• the CRIMDOC information bank on diversion
including approximately 2,000 items
• the Police Manual including some 1,500
items all of which are already abstracted
• the CRIMDOC vertical files including
approximately 1,000 items

-

the equivalent abstracting/indexing work load at the
rates in Appendix B is 4,000 items

-

term employee productivity at 70% of rates in
Appendix B
0.45 cataloguer hours per item
0.2

-

support staff hours per item

computer terminal current time at 0.12 hours per item

Cost Estimate - cataloguers/indexers - 1.35 contract staff for
12 months @$20,000 each
support staff

- 0.65 contract staff for
12 months @$17,500 each

computer terminal @$350/month
2/
data processing charges.-

S27,000
11,375
4,200

8,425

Total

$51,0

1/ .Potential data base contents include all Ministry information banks,
reference materials such as the Police Manual, a directory of researchers
and projects in Canada, and vertical files, etc.
2/

Includes microfilming of source documents at S0.75 each.
per document.)

(Assume 25 pages
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Catalogue Conversion Projects
Objective

-

improve the quality of the catalogue; make the catalogue
more readily available to users and other criminology
centres; improve the overall CRINDOC service and collection utilization; and establish AACR-2 based authority
control

t

g.

Priority

- lower than preceding projects

Requirement

- recatalogue the existing collection using a computerized
data base with a large criminology content and appropriate
authority controls

Assumptions

- 9,000 items to be catalogued over a period of 1 year
'
- derived cataloguing hit rate will be 70% 1

Cost Estimate

-

productivity as per backlog project

-

cataloguers - 2.6 contract staff for
1 year @$20,000 each

$ 52,000

support staff - 3.2 contract staff for
1 year @$17,500 each
.

56,000

computer terminals (1 per 2 staff years)

@$150/month each

5,400

satellite printer @$200/month

2,400

communications link

4,000

data processing charges @$1.75/title
Total

Ili
r., -

1-.%

--

1/

15,750
$135,550

This assumption is based on using UTLAS which contains the University of
Toronto criminology collection of 18,000 titles. A shelf list sample is
currently being selected and will be sent to UTLAS to verify this assumption,
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Non-Book Materials Project
Objective

-

provide appropriate means of access (cataloguing
or reference service systemli)

Priority

-

lower than preceding projects

Requirement

-

catalogue and/or index 100 microforms and 500
videotapes and films

Cost Estimate

- 0.5 contract staff for 12 months
-

1/

no additional equipment

ideally this would be one system, but as yet there is no supplier able
to support both requirements either economically or effectively.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

Library Systems Requirements

Library Collection Management/Technical Services Systems

Acquisitions

- ordering, purchasing and cost accounting

Serials Control - subscription renewals, receipt and routing of
issues
Cataloguing

- locate bibliographic data and prepare catalogue
entries

Circulation Control
- recording and following up borrowed or otherwise
absent material
Library Reference and Referral Systems

The traditional catalogue with controlled and structured
name, title, and subject headings:
- name, series, and subject heading
authority files required
- includes only materials held by the
library (except union catalogues)
- material stored by subject classification (call number)
Information/document retrieval indexes based on controlled
vocabulary subject term access:
- name and title access also possible
- subject terms provided either in context (KWIC-abstract search) or out of
context (KWOC-selected key words)
- requires a computer to be effective
- may include information pertaining to
materials within or outside the
collection
- material storage by accession number
(unclassified).
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Computer Based Library Systems

Large Computer Systems

Ideally, one bibliographic data system should be able to meet
both library collection management and general reference system requirements. To date, however, computerized systems have
been developed with the principal focus on one or the other of
these needs, e.g.:
-

library collection management systems such as
DOBIS, UTLAS, OCLC, BALLOTS, RLIN, WLN, etc.
library reference systems such as DIALOG (Lockheed), QUIKLAW (QL Systems), VIP (Comshare),
STAIRS/ATMS (IBM), New York Times Reference Service, CAN/OLE, MEDLARS, etc.

These systems usually involve large networks of users .

Minicomputer Systems
Suitable for medium to large collections with growth in excess
of about 5,000 items per year.
Software available tends to address collection management and
traditional catalogue access or general refefenc.e requirements
but not both (selection available is small).
Software under development to work in conjunction with large
cataloguing systems such as UTLAS and DOBIS.

Word Processor Based Systems
Many word processors have extensive record processing and
file management capabilities.
These systems have been proven to be effective in reducing
clerical labour and improving control in small library collection management.
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Selection of a Shared Cataloguing Service
The two principal shared cataloguing services available to the CRIMDOC Centre
are the National Library " DOBIS"
Automation " UTLAS"

system.

In

system and the University of Toronto Library
selecting one of these systems some of the

evaluation criteria to be considered are listed below in approximately their
order of importance.

Where comparative information regarding DOBIS and UTLAS

is available it is shown.

DOBIS

UTLAS

1. Data base content includes other
criminology collections

none

18,000 titles

2. Data base cataloguing standards

AACR-2

AACR-2

3. Expected data base hit rate

lower

higher

4. Data base size

1,400,000 titles

7 ; 000,000 titles

5. Bilingual capability

yes

yes

6. Reference/ILL search support

yes

yes

7. Availability to CRIMDOC

1982 or later

now

8. Response time

satisfactory

satisfactory

9. Technical compatibility with other
computer services

IBM protocol

ASCII protocol

10. Provisions for short-term projects
(e.g. backlog)

not supported

supported

11. Cost

(A fair and reliable comparison could
not be made at this time.)

12. Authority control provisions

adequate

adequate

13. Automatic upgrading of catalogue
entries through authority links

yes

yes

14. Own authority files

yes

yes

15. CON catalogues

yes

yes

16. Acquisitions lists

yes

yes

Evaluation Criteria
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DOBIS

UTLAS

17. Hours of operation

satisfactory

satisfactory

18. Boolean search logic

1982

now

19. Key word search

permuted names and
titles now

1982
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Selection of a Computer Data Base Storage and Retrieval System
Computer service bureaus now provide on-line computer data base storage and
retrieval systems which are appropriate for use in bibliographic reference
and referral applications. In selecting the most suitable service bureau
facilities, a competitive tender would be the most appropriate approach.

The following is a summary of some of- the key evaluation criteria to be considered:

Initial

setup costs (service charges)

Ease of use
Search costs
On-line data entry costs
On-line data entry editing provisions
Data base update processing costs
Data base storage costs
Boolean search logic
Text scanning search capability for non-index data
Number of index items per record
Availability and billing for non-Solicitor General users
Communications network available
Data communications costs
Generation of hard copy reports and summaries
Terminal protocol and compatibility with other services
Response time
Search term normalization (ignore blanks and special characters)
Revenue sharing discounts for access to the CRIMDOC data base by other users
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Automated Systems

Cost/Benefit Factor

Manual Systems

Co st

(Approximately the same for either; manual approach
slightly favoured at projected work load, but automated
approach better if work load increases.)

Cost Control

- 78% staff costs
- 98% staff costs
- 22% other expenses
- 2% other expenses
(technology)
- costs will escalate in pro- costs will not grow as
portion with growth and
fast because of improveinflation
ments in unit cost
performance of technology

Operational Control

- circulation and serials
control slow and cumbersome
- acquisitions ordering and
follow-up slow, costly,
and often ineffective

- circulation and serials
control faster and more
efficient - better followup on outstanding items
- efficient acquisitions
procedures - superior
control
- improved commitment and
expenditure control
records

Accuracy and Reliability

- subject to filing errors
- authority files cumbersome to use and maintain
- outdated name and subject
entries remain in catalogue

- filing errors eliminated
- up-to-date authority
files and automatic
updating of all catalogue
entries to the latest
authoritative headings

CRIMDOC Reference Service/National
Role/Public Image

- provision of CRIMDOC
reference service would
be unsatisfactory:
- card index only available within CRIMDOC
(distribution of a
printed index would
add to the cost figures
provided above)
- answering enquiries
would be slow
- the cost of providing
adequate reference service staff would be
prohibitive
- the Ministry would be
viewed as inefficient
and outmoded

- practical
- low cost to maintain
- no additional reference
service staff required to
provide the service
- national and internationa
access feasible
- user pays computer charge
for search by own termina
- computer software readily
available (e.g. Dataline,
Comshare, QL Systems,
Datacrown, etc.)

Details follow item 10.
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Cost/Benefit Factor

Manual Systems

CRIMDOC Library Collection
Availability

- only through central and
catalogue and interlibrary loan
- serials list costly to
maintain and distribute
- catalogue quality
unsatisfactory due to nonuniformity of practices
in previous years (cannot
be upgraded economically)

Collection Utilization

- lost utility due to slow
catalogue card production and accession
notification process

- earlier availability of
materials end hence
improved utilization

Support to Other Ministry Agencies

- marginal benefits of economy of scale possible
(e.g. centralized cataloguing and catalogue
production for CSC)
- more costly than automated
as volume increases
- no effective means such as
a union catalogue to support collection
rationalization (e.g.
Ministry Secretariat, Correctional Service Canada,
National Parole Board and
RCMP in law enforcement
area)

- union catalogue feasible
- collection rationalization
policies feasible
- economical to provide
central cataloguing services
- with centralized cataloguing and the use of
COM catalogues there
would be better access to
the collections and some
staff time would be saved
in the other agencies

- difficult to attract high
quality staff
- more staff required (3-LS
and 4-non LS)

- CRIMDOC would be attractive to top rate
professionals
- less staff required (2-LS
and 3-non LS)

_

Staffing

a
j

APPENDIX E
-2Automated Systems

can be made available
to any institution with
a compatible computer
terminal
economical serials list
catalogue. can be distributed on computer output
microforms to any interested party (user,
Ministry branch, universities, etc.
catalogue automatically
upgraded as up-to-date
authority records are
added
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Cost/Benefit Factor
MR
11
10. CRIMDOC Project Costs
(1) Backlog

lil

111
lil

(2) Reference Service Project

APPENDIX E
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Manual Systems

$ 86,900
(not a practical project)

Automated Systems

$ 69,600
$ 51,000

(3) Catalogue conversion to
AACR-2

2/
$169,500--

$135,600

(.4) Non—book materials

$ 13,700

$ 11,000

:

;
Ill

III
I'

II

I
I
iii

I
I
1
3

Ill

—1/

- 2/

3

Automated costs per estimates on_following pages; manual costs based on 78% of
automated costs (staff components) multiplied by the ratio (1.6 to 1) of staff
time for a manual system to that for a computer based system (per Appendix B).
This project is not recommended because it would have to be repeated when
automation is finally introduced.
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Costs and Benefits

1/
- Staff requirements— by function (hours/month)
.Manual Systems
• Cat/Ind Support

Automated Systems
Cat/Ind
Support

Function

Volume

Acquisitions

350
orders

-

160

-

120 (WP)

280
issues
received

-

10

-

10 (WP)

350
titles

215

255

155

140 (CS)

340
items

145

95

145

Serials Control

Cataloguing

Reference Service
Indexing
2/
Circulation Control•

200
issues/
returns

Totals .
Positions (+ 146)

MaLual/Automated Combined
Cataloguing, Indexing and Support
Staff

70 (CS)'
.

-

30

-

360

550

300

2.5

3.8

6.3

25 (WP)

365

2.1

2.5

4.6

CS - computer based system

WP - word processor system

1/

Staff requirements include only direct labour in the specific functions.
Overhead such as personal time, interruptions, training, development and
meetings would be additional.

2/

Record keeping aspects only.
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- Cost comparison by organizational unit

Cost Item

Manual Systems

Cataloguing/Indexing
Direct Labour
(assuming average salary and
benefits @$20,000 annually)
Direct Expenses - Cataloguing
computer processing
computer storage
3/
Direct Expenses - Indexing
computer processing
computer storage
sub-total

Support Services
Direct Labour
(assuming average salary . and
benefits @$17,500 annually)
Direct Expenses
catalogue card printing
(25,000/year)
COM products

1/ —2/

Automated Systems-

•
$ 60,000

S 40,000
9,000
5,000

420O4
1,500—
60,000

59,700

$ 70,000

$ 52,500
5/

1,250

14,000 6/

accessions list (excludes
reproduction)
spine and pocket labels
Equipment Rentals 7 /
word processor ($20,000 purchase)
video display terminal
satellite printer
communication line and modems
Equipment Maintenance
word processor
video display terminal
printer
modem

(mainly labour)
200

7,600
1,500
1,800
3,900 ($14,800 rentals)
1,500
300
600
100 ($2,500 maintenance)
8/
71,450—

sub-total
TOTAL

600
400

$131,450

84,800
$144,500 (10% higher)
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Waterhouse
Associates

Notes:

1/

1.

Significant savings can be achieved by sharing a communications line to UTLAS or DOBIS with one or two other
libraries.

2.

Producing a full COM catalogue semiannually instead of
quarterly would save about $5,000 per year.

3.

The initial setup costs for using a shared cataloguing
service could amount to $5,000 in service charges and
staff time.

for cataloguing based on price lists from UTLAS and DOBIS

Estimates
assuming:
-

4,200 titles catalogued per year
20,000 titles in the collection
1 acquisitions list per month
new COM catalogue quarterly
COM catalogue supplements biweekly.

2/

Estimates
schedules
-

for reference service indexing based on service bureau price
(e.g. QL Systems, Comshare, Datacrown, etc.) and assuming:
4,000 items per year abstracted and/or indexed
no major hard copy products
all materials microfilmed and originals destroyed
file updated monthly.

3/

The manual approach to a reference service is not practical or advisable
because the quality of service would be low and the manual clerical costs
(see Support Services) would be high.

4/

Amount of storage accumulates annually by this amount.

5/

Not to be used, but comparable cost by computer with cards produced
sorted and ready for filing would be $2,500.

6/

Assumes catalogue has been converted.

7/

Assumes equipment compatibility between cataloguing and reference service
systems.

8/

These costs exclude items such as publishing a hard copy of the CRIMDOC
Reference Centre index or items such as a Police Manual or a directory of
research.
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- Cost comparison at twice the estimated volume

Manual Systems

Cost Item

Cataloguing/Indexing
Direct Labour
Direct Expenses
cataloguing
indexing
sub-total

Support Services
Direct Labour
supervisor added
staff
Direct Expenses
Equipment and Maintenance
1 word processor
2 video display terminals
1 satellite printer
2 communications lines and
modems
sub-total
TOTAL

Automated Systems

$120,000 (6)

$ 80,000 (4)
24,000
11,400

120,000

1/
20,000 —
140,000 (8)
2,900

115,400

2/

20,000—

87,500 (5)
20,000
9,100
3,600
2,400
8,000

162,900
$282,900 (7% higher)

1/

Assume addition of one supervisor is necessary.

2/

Supervisory duties and assist LS cataloguers/indexers.

150,600
$266,000
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Specific Benefits of Recommended Systems

Use of a word processing system in
acquisitions.

- 25 to 30% improvement in direct labour
productivity possible
- potential improvements in financial and
operational control

Use of a word processing system
for serials check-in and routing.

- centralized procedures for handling mail
and recording receipt of all acquisitions
would be more efficient
- the word processor could be used to
improve serials control records and to
provide a serials list

Use of word processing system for
maintaining circulation control
records.

- low priority - should be considered after
above recommendations are implemented
- easily set up
- improved control of overdues, enforcement
of borrowing policies with respect to the
number of items on loan, and review of
collection utilization
- slight improvement in clerical productivity, but not significant.

Use of a shared cataloguing service - potential improvement of 25 to 30% in
(UTLAS or DOBIS).
productivity of professional (LS) staff
through reduction in clerical activities
- potential reduction of 40 to 50% in
support staff requirements
- searches at the acquisitions and cataloguing stages can be combined_in a
single step for an additional 25 to 30%
savings of the combined acquisitions order
verification and cataloguing copy search time
(18 hours per month at estimated volumes)
- additional benefits in public services
such as improved access to other collections through ILL (staff time savings)
and by other institutions to the CRIMDOC
collection (better service)
- distribution of CRIMDOC catalogue on
microfilm feasible within and outside
the Ministry (high profile/professional
image)
•

Implementing reference service
index using an on-line computer
data base storage and retrieval
system provided by a private computer service bureau (e.g. Dataline,
Comshare, QL Systems, Datacrown and
others).

the feasibility of a national reference
and referral service provided by the .
CRIMDOC Centre is dependent on implementing this system; a manual service is
costly and cumbersome (e.g. the Police
Manual) and the level of service would
not be up to 1980's user expectations .

APPENDIX E
-10- approximately 25 to 30% less support
staff required than necessary to run a
manual (and rudimentary) index and
retrieval system
- the use of a private computer service
bureau would automatically provide a
nationwide (possibly worldwide) access
network.
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